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**Awareness**

- Engage various customer representatives across communities
- Identify and involve potential stakeholders/collaboration partners
- Facilitate transfer of LAS, customer, or partner knowledge or technology
- Share infrastructure concerns and needs

**Connect Outcomes to Operations**

- Provide measurable results to operational needs
- Support Operations with multiple outcomes
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**Build on Innovation**

- Build on current solutions from organization partners and Subject Matter Experts
- Connect ongoing efforts of innovation with new or existing prototypes
- Facilitate, when needed, the transfer of ideas, methods, tradecraft, etc. from LAS to the larger Intelligence Community to grow current or future efforts
- Communicate any progress or roadblocks to innovation to the applicable stakeholders, partners, researchers, and developers
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**Inform**

- Maintain awareness of IT environments and products in use
- Share outcomes
  - Seek out opportunities to showcase new or existing ideas, products, tradecraft, etc., used by industry or Intelligence Community partners, to the LAS
  - Assist in documentation of outcomes, or needed processes
- Provide information and feedback from stakeholders and other users
- Engage others
  - Users
  - Partners
  - Researchers
  - Developers
  - Stakeholders
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**Link to Mission Users**

- Link knowledge, products, or solutions to users.
  This may include:
  - Seeking customer/stakeholder interest
  - Facilitating collaboration with actual users
  - Serving as liaison across multiple mission spaces
  - Providing input and receiving feedback from users
  - Understanding expectations
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